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INTRODUCTION
The Futurecom Systems Group Digital Vehicular Repeater System (DVRS) is used
in hundreds of P25 Trunked Radio Networks. Most of these applications have the
DVRS mounted in a vehicle or in a deployable suitcase. This Application note
details how it can also be used in a permanent location as a trunked system Cabinet
Mount DVR for cost-effective coverage enhancement in areas of low user density.

Trunking Systems
Trunked radio systems can vary widely in size, from a single-site serving radio users in a small town or area, to
large state-wide systems serving thousands of radio users over thousands of square miles. All benefit from the
spectrum efficiencies of trunking, where many users share a set of common radio channels while conducting
individual conversations within their talk group.
Typically trunking sites are expensive due to the number of channels deployed, the control equipment required
and backhaul infrastructure costs. This is mitigated by the large number of users served by a site, keeping the
cost per user reasonable. In most systems, at some point the law of diminishing returns kicks in and deploying
additional sites for small improvements in coverage becomes cost prohibitive. It is these cases this is where the
cabinet mount DVR may be a viable solution.

The Need for Coverage

FIGURE 1 –TYPICAL MOBILE RADIO COVERAGE OVERLAY
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Due to smaller size and lower transmit power considerations, the usable communication range of portable
subscriber unit (PSU) radios is significantly less than that of mobile radio. The situation is made worse by the fact
that PSUs are often worn on a belt with the users body further blocking the signals This can result in lost
communications when personnel leave their vehicles as part of an incident response. When radio coverage is
needed most, it may not be available. The use of the DVR can come into play when it is not economically viable
to increase the trunked network infrastructure.

FIGURE 2 – DVRS COVERAGE OVERLAY

The Challenge
Vehicle mounted DVRS units are the most popular means of extending P25 network coverage, whether a police
officer doing a traffic stop, firefighters conducting an interior attack or a utility worker inspecting a transformer
vault the DVRS can keep these users connected to the radio network.

There are cases where a vehicle mounted DVRS is not the most effective solution. Areas that are
inaccessible to vehicles such as islands, canyons, valleys, users that do not have vehicle, or locations
that do not have mobile network coverage may instead require a permanently mounted DVR,
commonly referred to as a Cabinet Mount DVR

Cabinet Mount DVR Solution
The Futurecom cabinet mount DVR configuration was specifically designed to provide
coverage extension to a small number of users, on a limited number of talkgroups at a
small fraction of the cost of a full site. In this document, we will describe the operational
differences between full site and cabinet mount DVR deployments as well as
examining the other alternatives available in order to aid you in deciding how best to
resolve your network coverage extension problems.
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FIGURE 3 – PERSONNEL ISOLATED FROM THE NETWORK AND OTHER USERS

FIGURE 4 – CABINET MOUNT DVR EXTENDING PORTABLE RADIO COVERAGE
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Feature

Benefit

No direct connection to Trunking System

No wire line required

Looks like another subscriber to the
network

Minimal system configuration needed

Compact cabinet

Easy to install, low visual impact

Single-Channel

Low cost implementation

Talkgroup proxying

More flexible system operation

Local-Repeat Mode Option

Provide local coverage without loading
trunking system

Morse ID

Automatically identifies the Cabinet Mount
DVR repeater for FCC

Other Coverage Solutions
There are a number of alternative methods to provide improved trunked radio coverage. Some of the possibilities
include:

• New Trunked Radio Site
• Broad-Band Bi-Directional Amplifier (BDA)
• Channelized Bi-Directional Amplifier
• FUTURECOM Cabinet Mount DVR
Each solution has comparative advantages and disadvantages as follows:
Full Trunked
Site

Broadband BDA

Channelized BDA

FUTURECOM
CABINET MOUNT
DVR

Capital Cost

HIGH

LOW

MODERATE

LOW

Operational Cost

HIGH

LOW

MODERATE

LOW

LARGE

SMALL

MODERATE

SMALL

FULL

FULL

FULL

MOST

EXCELLENT

POOR

GOOD

EXCELLENT

HIGH

MODERATE

MODERATE

LOW

Physical Size
Trunked System
Capabilities
Interference Rejection
System Design
Complexity

In/Out Isolation
Required?

Stand-Alone

HIGH
NONE

POSSIBLE

HIGH

Indoor Systems

Suitable Only for
Indoor Systems

NO

NO

LOW

YES
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Repeater Mode

(Fallback)

Number of
Simultaneous
Conversations

Same as Host
system

Same as Host
system

Same as Host
system

One

Requires
connection to
Trunking system
controller

Broadband; also
passes undesired
signals. Cannot be
too far from a Host
site. Indoor
Systems only.

Signal delay can
affect system
timing. Repeat of
every Trunked
channel is usually
required. Indoor
Systems only.

For low userdensity areas.
Requires one
conventional
channel

Specific Limitations

CABINET MOUNT DVR SYSTEM CONCEPT
Futurecom’s cabinet mount DVR consists of a trunking or conventional mobile radio interconnected to a
Futurecom DVRS, a compact, full duplex, 10-watt, continuous duty conventional repeater.
These are supplied in a cabinet with AC power supply and optional battery backup. Specific mobile trunked radios
supported are Motorola APX 6500, APX7500 and APX8500.
In ‘System’ Mode the DVRS is connected in a ‘back-to-back’ arrangement with the trunking mobile radio. This
allows traffic on a trunking talkgroup to be repeated on the conventional channel and conventional channel activity
to be repeated on the trunking talk group.

FIGURE 5 CABINET MOUNT DVR CONCEPTUAL DIAGRAM – DVRS SYSTEM MODE

In ‘Local Mode’ (programmable) the DVRS operates as a standalone conventional repeater, without connectivity
to the trunking network.
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FIGURE 6 CABINET MOUNT DVR CONCEPTUAL DIAGRAM – DVRS LOCAL MODE

CABINET MOUNT DVR DESCRIPTION
Operation
The fixed mobile is used to access the trunking system, like any other mobile or portable radio. With a P25
trunking system and the DVRS operating in P25 conventional mode, the cabinet mount DVR is able to extend the
network while supporting key P25 trunking system features.
Portable radios will affiliate with the network and PTT and emergency IDs from the portable will be relayed to the
network. Portables will appear to the network the same whether affiliating directly on a site or through the DVRS.
The DVRS is on a conventional P25 channel along with the portables. They operate using a conventional ID
(typically the same as the trunking ID) and on a conventional talkgroup (a concept that exists in the P25
standard). The DVRS takes this ID and talkgroup and affiliates with portable on the trunking version of this
talkgroup using the conventional ID as the trunking ID.
While there are several ways the DVRS can operate. For a cabinet mount DVR the recommended mode is
“talkgroup proxying”. This allows a portable to proxy through the DVRS, such that a portable can affiliate on a
talkgroup that differs from what is selected on the mobile. It is possible that all the portables on the cabinet mount
DVR not be on a single talkgroup, though this can cause contention issues. Again for this application, it is
recommended that the mobile is on an unused talkgroup so that the portables can proxy through without the
possibility of the mobile talkgroup being in use.
All portable or mobile radio users on the conventional channel can hear all activity from all the talkgroups (by
turning on “normal squelch”) or just the one talkgroup where they are affiliated.
When a local area radio user transmits on the conventional channel, the signal is received by the DVRS, which
then keys the fixed-mobile trunking radio, to access the trunking system on the talk group. This signal is also
repeated by the DVRS to other local radio users, so they are able to hear both sides of the conversation. Again,
with normal squelch all users hear traffic from all talkgroups but this can be turned off.

Talkgroup Proxying Alternative
A dedicated talkgroup can be used for the cabinet mount DVR and then dispatch can patch this to the required
talkgroup.
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Emergency
The Portable / Mobile user initiates a P25 Emergency to the cabinet mount DVR by pressing a designated button
on the radio. The cabinet mount DVR sends an Emergency signal on the trunking system by putting this message
on the control channel. Again, to the network, this is indistinguishable from a standard trunking emergency

Morse ID
Programmable Morse ID identifies the cabinet mount DVR site for FCC requirements. The ID, repeat period and
speed of transmission are programmable.

SYSTEM DESIGN
The fixed site location for the DVRS should be chosen so that adequate signal can be received from the host
Trunking System and coverage can also be provided over the desired area.
A single conventional channel is required for the local area coverage system. This may be either in-band (same
as the host trunking system band) or cross-band.
The user portable and/or mobile radios that are to access the system must operate on this conventional channel.

Notice: If DVRS fleet includes a combination of both vehicle mount and cabinet mount
configurations, it is advised that the vehicle mount and cabinet mount configurations operate on
separate frequencies in order to ensure proper operation.

Coverage Area
The coverage area can be determined by conventional methods. Separate Host Link and Local Area antennas
should be used. This permits use of a directional gain antenna for the cabinet mount-to-Host link and an omni
antenna (or other as desired) for the local area.
An isolation of 30 dB between antennas is required as a minimum. Inadequate isolation may cause receiver
desensing or contribute to undesirable intermodulation in the receivers. For In-Band cabinet mount DVR systems
additional filtering on the Host antenna port provides an additional 40 dB isolation on the DVR transmit and
receive frequencies. A duplexer installed between the DVR and it antenna provides 40 dB of isolation on the MSU
transmit and receive frequencies.
The Host side is served by a half-duplex trunked mobile radio.
The cabinet mount DVRS full-duplex repeater serves the local side. Transmit power is adjustable from 0.1 to 10
Watts to suit the desired coverage area.

Cross-Band Operation
In the Cross-Band configuration, the fixed-mobile trunking radio and the DVRS repeater operate in different
frequency bands.
The advantages of this configuration are the simplified filtering requirement and greater freedom in obtaining an
available conventional channel.
Cross-Band configurations can also enable different groups of users to communicate, where it was not previously
possible due to incompatible equipment or frequency bands.
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The local side duplexer filtering restricts the frequency assignment as follows. The Transmit and Receive
bandwidth limits only apply in special cases where more than one local channel frequency is used.

DVRS Frequency
Band

Local Side Max
Transmit Bandwidth
[MHz]

Local Side Max
Receive Bandwidth
[MHz]

Transmit/Receive
Minimum Spacing
[MHz]

VHF

0.5

0.5

5.0

UHF

0.5

0.5

5.0

700

11

11

30.0

800

10

10

45.0

* Custom Filtering is available upon request – Contact Futurecom Systems Group for feasibility.

In-Band Operation
The In-Band Configuration has the Mobile and the DVRS Repeater operating within the same frequency band.
The advantage of an in-band system is that the users’ radio does not need to be capable of supporting additional
frequencies beyond what is already used to access the existing trunking system. The users can communicate
directly with the trunked system for as long as there is adequate system RF coverage. When the radio coverage
becomes intermittent, the user can switch to the cabinet mount mode and continue communicating with the other
system users.
Having both the Mobile and the DVRS receiving and transmitting simultaneously in the same frequency band
introduces a need for more stringent RF filtering. The filtering design is more complex, requiring two sets of filters.
The DVRS Repeater is already equipped with a duplexer, providing sufficient isolation between the DVRS
REPEATER Tx and Rx frequencies and the Mobile radio Tx and Rx frequencies. The trunked mobile normally
required the addition of dual notch filters in its antenna path, rejecting the DVRS REPEATER Tx and Rx
frequencies.
A minimum 30dB isolation between the Mobile (Host System) and the DVRS repeater (Local area) antennas is
also required for interference-free operation.
The standard in-band filtering imposes the following frequency spacing limits. The Transmit and Receive
bandwidth limits only apply in special cases where more than one local channel frequency is used.

DVRS
Frequency
Band
VHF
UHF
700
800

Local Side
Max
Transmit
Bandwidth
[MHz]
0.5
0.5
1.0
1.0

Local Side
Max Receive
Bandwidth
[MHz]
0.5
0.5
1.0
1.0

Local Side
Tx/Rx
Minimum
Spacing
[MHz]
5.0
5.0
30.0
45.0

Local Side Tx/Rx
Minimum Spacing to
ANY TrunkedMobile Frequency
[MHz]
5.0
5.0
3.0
3.0

* Custom Filtering is available upon request – Contact Futurecom Systems Group for feasibility.
Sometimes it is possible to achieve more than 80dB isolation between mobile and DVRS antenna. In this case,
inband filters are probably not required. Contact Futurecom for more information.
Greater isolation can be obtained with improved, custom filters. These may be mounted externally to the cabinet
mount DVR cabinet in indoor installations, where additional space is required. Sometimes sufficient isolation
improvement can be realised by providing greater separation between the Host link and the Local Area antennas
or by substituting antennas with different characteristics.
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Encrypted Systems
The cabinet mount DVR is completely transparent to P25 encryption. As such, no encryption key is required in the
DVRS attached mobile. In this configuration option decrypted audio is available in the cabinet mount DVR. P25
audio packets pass intact, whether they are clear or coded.

Installation Considerations
The standard Futurecom cabinet mount DVR equipment is supplied in an indoor cabinet, suitable for wall
mounting. For outdoor applications, cabinets meeting NEMA 4X can be provided as an option. All cable
connections are made to the bottom of the cabinet. The cabinet door latch has provision for a security padlock
(not included).
Proximity to the antennas and AC power source must also be considered.
As for any radio site installation, proper lightning protection, grounding and power installation is required,
according to local codes.
The Host Link and Local Area antenna mounting should be planned so that a minimum 30 dB antenna-to-antenna
isolation is provided. Typically the Host antenna will be directional, since the link is fixed point-to-point and the
antenna gain will improve the signal quality. The local area antenna is typically omni-directional or moderately
directional, to suit the intended coverage area.
Where battery backup is included, an installation location with controlled temperatures is preferred so that backup
batteries are not exposed to temperature extremes. This maximises the battery capacity and life expectancy.
The Futurecom cabinet mount DVR system installation requires the following additional components that must be
specified and sourced separately. Additional materials may also be required, depending upon the specific system
requirements.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AC Power source
Mounting hardware for cabinet as required by installation
Padlock for cabinet
Antenna and feed line for Trunking Host side
Antenna and feed line for local coverage side
Antenna tower or mounts as required
Lightning protection equipment
Grounding equipment
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Equipment Specification & Options
To support a variety of possible cabinet mount DVR site designs for different system requirements, Futurecom
Systems Group offers a number of flexible configurations and options. The cabinet mount DVR site is intended to
use a standard mobile radio and control head, which are usually provided by the radio customer. For
compatibility, ease of maintenance and programming, it is recommended that this radio be the same as those
used elsewhere in the Trunking system. This mobile in field installed into the cabinet mount DVR site cabinet with
other required equipment.
The following may be used as a guide to assist in defining the equipment requirements.

Usually 700 or 800 MHz;
Trunking Band

Trunking Mobile

Other bands are supported with appropriate trunking
mobile
Usually the same model as used elsewhere in the
system. Specific radios supported are: APX 6500,
APX7500
Duplex or simplex Channel;

Local Frequency
(Conventional Channel)

Usually in same band as Mobile; Can be Cross-Band
Channel must be FCC assigned/licensed
Standard 120 VAC 60 Hz 15-A feed;

AC Power Source
Other options also available
Optional;
Battery Backup
Standard backup time: 1 Hour typical under heavy use

Futurecom Systems Group can provide customized solutions within the cabinet mount DVR framework. Contact
our sales department for assistance with any special requirements and information on other supported trunked
radios. sales@futurecom.com

On-Site Configuration
The Futurecom cabinet mount DVR is fully programmable, permitting easy adjustment of many operating
parameters. An MS-Windows-compatible application running on a laptop PC (or equivalent) permits full access to
the programmable features of the DVRS repeater. Standard Motorola RSS software (not included) is used to
program the associated trunking fixed-mobile radio.
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EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS
Electrical Utility in Shadowed Area
The customer is a large electric utility with a statewide
800 MHz trunking system. Due to mountainous terrain,
they have many towns without radio coverage. Crews
visit these locations infrequently, once or twice a month.
The solution was to install cabinet mount DVRs on
existing utility poles, minimizing cost as well as visual
impact.
When an employee goes near town they switch their
mobile (and portable if they have one) to the cabinet
mount DVR (DVRS) frequency. They become connected
to a talk group specific for that site. This talk group can
then be cross-patched to other talk groups at dispatch.
This allows for a number of crews such as repair or
collection, to use the cabinet mount DVR site and they
can either be monitored directly by dispatch or simply
patched to their usual home talk group.

Park Staff in Remote Area
A Natural Resources Department maintains State Parks
and enforces hunting and fishing regulations. They have
a statewide 800 MHz trunking system available, which
provides 95% mobile coverage.
The majority of radio communications is among Park
personnel, such as maintenance, information and cashier
staff, working within the Park. They require local portable
coverage and rarely need to communicate outside the
park area.
The cabinet mountDVR features a “Local” repeat mode
that allows it to operate as a standalone repeater,
essentially disconnecting from the mobile and the
Trunked system. This mode fulfills the needs of the park
employees for regular communications.
On occasion, enforcement officers patrol the parks. They require portable coverage as well, but also need to be
able to communicate on the statewide trunking network using a variety of talk groups.
By selecting the appropriate mode on their portable radio and transmitting, they can switch the cabinet mount
DVR site into the back-to-back ‘System’ mode and talk on the desired talk group. They now have both portable
communications within the park and are linked to the desired talk group over the state trunked system. When the
officers leave they can either switch the cabinet mount DVR site back to local operation or leave it to revert
automatically after a programmed period of inactivity.
An added bonus of the cabinet mount DVR DVRS is that due to the small size and lower power requirements, the
visual and environmental impact of the installation in the park is minimal, compared to that of a regular trunking
site.
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School Indoor Coverage
This school has three different requirements for a radio
system: local repeater coverage for use by school staff
such as maintenance and security; a coverage enhancer
for public safety; and a communications system for times
of disaster relief.
For regular day-to-day operations, the Futurecom cabinet
mount DVR site in its “Local” Mode provides an inbuilding communications system. Maintenance, security
and administrative staff communications are usually
confined to the school area. They have little need to
access the trunking system and only require conventional
portable radios. They may, however, need to access the
trunked system in the event of an emergency situation.
Trunked system access can be accomplished by
selecting a pre-programmed Mode giving them access to an emergency talk group (such as police dispatch). This
allows the staff radio user to quickly communicate through the cabinet mount DVR site in “System” mode while
still communicating in the school area.
Public safety units, such as Police, Fire or EMS, select the appropriate mode in their portable radios upon arrival
at the school. This switches the cabinet mount DVR into “system” mode to connect with the appropriate home talk
group. Radio coverage within the building is enhanced and is more reliable for these users compared to coverage
provided directly by the external trunking system.
During times of disaster, schools become community refuges. The in-building communications system allows
emergency workers to communicate from inside the building to the outside trunking network. In the event that the
trunking system becomes unavailable, the cabinet mount DVR trunked-mobile can be steered to an emergency
(backup) conventional channel. The systems remains operational as a local-area, in-building repeater.

Cross-Band Operation and Interoperability
The ability of several public safety emergency forces to intercommunicate in times of need is an urgent
requirement in many areas. But the expense of replacing incompatible equipment is not the only impediment to
making this happen. The availability of frequencies, time and other logistical issues also conspire to make
implementation difficult.
Often the radio systems in use by the various public safety agencies are deployed in different and incompatible
frequency bands. The choice of radio band for a system can be influenced by the propagation characteristics that
best suit a particular range of radio frequencies to the critical operational needs of the specific agency. Changing
all public safety users to a common radio band may reduce the effectiveness of the communications for some
users, making an expensive changeover possibly ineffective and wasteful.
The cross-band capability of the cabinet mount DVR site is a powerful feature that can allow radio users on
different systems, regardless of their frequency band, to communicate over a common trunked radio system in
times of need.
When installed in areas where interoperability is frequently necessary, the cabinet mount DVR site can provide
local area coverage and intercommunications ability when needed by the radio users. If multiple bands are
involved, several cabinet DVR sites can be installed, operating independently, to provide the desired degree of
radio coverage to each radio band and the associated users. For example, by using a common 800 MHz trunked
system and two cabinet mount DVR cross-band sites, even a VHF radio user and a UHF radio user could
communicate when necessary.
Futurecom Systems Group can also provide vehicle mount and suitcase solutions for similar applications where a
non-cabinet mount DVR is needed.
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